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Introduction
The project presented here seeks to explain observed regularities in the direction of
place assimilation. The best known among these is the fact that assimilation proceeds
regressively in intervocalic clusters composed of alveolars, palato-alveolars, labials or
velars. This fact is consistent with a variety of interpretations, some of which are
discussed below. However the range of analyses narrows down drastically once we
observe that assimilation is consistently progressive in clusters composed of retroflexes
and alveolars. These two observations are schematically illustrated below. Instances of
each type are presented in the body of the paper.
(1)

Regressive assimilation in VC1C2V;

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

C1,C2 ∈ {(Palato)-Alveolar, Labial, Velar}
{Alveolar, Labial}
anpa -> ampa;
amta -> anta
{Velar, Labial}
aNpa -> ampa;
amka -> aNka
{Alveolar, Velar}
anka -> aNka;
aNta -> anta
{Palatoalveolar, Labial}
a pa -> ampa;
amtSa -> a tSa

(2)

Progressive assimilation in VC1C2V; C1, C2 ∈ {Alveolar, Retroflex}
anÊa -> anta;

a=ta -> a=Êa

Assimilation is a form of contrast neutralization: it reduces, in a C1C2 sequence,
the number of potential bearers of place features from two (each of C1 and C2) to one
(the whole C1C2 cluster). Neutralization can also take non-assimilatory forms. Thus the
[s]-[S] contrast is neutralized pre-consonantally in English, as only [S] occurs before [r]
and only [s] occurs before obstruents, nasals and [l]. This is in part a non-assimilatory
effect: the fricative in [sp], [sm] and [sk] cannot contrast for anteriority but remains
unassimilated to the following C. Similarly, in Chumash (Poser 1982), the [s]-[S]
contrast is reduced to [S] before the non-strident coronals [t,l,n]: clusters like [Sn] have
an unassimilated, but place-neutralized first member.
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Place assimilation patterns correspond to patterns of non-assimilatory place
neutralization. Contrasts between

alveolars, labials, velars and palatoalveolars

(abbreviated here as major C-place contrasts) are typically neutralized in
preconsonantal or domain-final position, i.e. in consonants not followed by vowels.
Thus the pre-consonantal C1 in the clusters in (1) is not only the typical target of
assimilation, as in (1), but also, in non-assimilating cases, the typical target of place
neutralization. This is the pattern observed above for English and Chumash fricatives:
pre-consonantal strident fricatives neutralize, while prevocalic fricatives continue to
contrast for anteriority. An extension of this pattern is the case in which word-final and
pre-consonantal C’s are place neutralized: thus the alveolar-labial contrast between
A.Greek [n] and [m] is eliminated through assimilation before a C, and in nonassimilatory fashion word finally, where only [n] is permitted.
Non-assimilatory neutralization also affects the contrast between apicoalveolars and retroflexes (referred to here as the apical - or t/Ê - contrast). In this
case however it is typically the domain initial and post-consonantal positions that are
place-neutralized, that is the apicals not preceded by a vowel. Thus C2 in the clusters
in (2) is not only the typical target of apical place assimilation but also the position in
which the apical contrast is generally neutralized. An instance of this sort is the
distribution of apicals in the Murin1bat1a morpheme internal clusters (Hamilton 1996):
in this language apicals contrast with retroflexes postvocalically (in V_# and V_C) but
the t/Ê contrast is suspended after C’s. Postconsonantal apicals are uniformly realized
as alveolars after non-apicals (e.g. [=d], [ t], [md]) and as homorganic with a
preceding apical C (e.g. [nd], [= ]). Miriwung (Hamilton 1996) is an extension of this
system: the apical contrast is realized in all post-vocalic positions, and neutralized postconsonantally, as in Murin1bat1a. In addition, the Miriwung t/Ê contrast is neutralized
word initially: only alveolars surface initially. The observations about contexts of nonassimilatory neutralization are summarized below (cf. Hamilton 1996, Steriade 1999 for
more details):
(3)

Contexts of non-assimilatory place neutralization for major place contrasts
2
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(4)

Pre-C:

[s]-[S] contrast reduced to [S]/ _[t, l, n] (Chumash)

Domain-final:

[n]-[m] reduced to [n]/ __# (A.Greek)

Contexts of non-assimilatory place neutralization for major place contrasts
Post-C:

[t]-[Ê] contrast reduced to [t] in C_ (Murin1bat1a)

Domain initial: [t]-[Ê] contrast reduced to [t] in C_ ; #_(Miriwung)
We have observed that assimilatory and non-assimilatory neutralization draw
the same distinctions between contexts but that these distinctions are contrast specific.
Major C-place contrasts are shielded in pre-V position from both types of
neutralization1 . The apical contrast, on the other hand, is shielded, again from both
forms of neutralization, in the post-V context, while post-C and initial apicals are
potential targets to both processes. The task before us is to provide an explanation for
this systematic pattern and a framework for its phonological analysis.
The gist of the argument developed here is that both varieties of neutralization
select their targets on the basis of a hierarchy of perceived similarity between the input
and the output strings. One key assumption is that the perception of phonological
similarity is influenced by auditory factors such as the availability of cues to the relevant
contrast: the terms of poorly cued contrasts being more similar than those of a better
cued contrast. The comparison between major place and apical contrasts is revealing
because we know independently that their perceptual correlates have a different
contextual distribution: this perceptual difference matches observed differences in
neutralization and assimilation patterns. A more general principle emerges from the
comparison between apical and major place assimilation: assimilation for any feature
F targets positions in which the F contrast, if realized, would be less salient.

1 Word final consonants undergo major C-place assimilation in phrasal contexts; here too assimilation is

invariably regressive . The picture is more complex in the case of apical assimilation applying at word
boundaries: see section 3.
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Perceptual factors identify not only the direction of assimilation but also the
likelihood that it will occur at all: we observe that different CC clusters give rise to
considerably different rates of place assimilation, depending again on the salience of
place contrasts in each one of the cluster’s components. Assimilation is infrequent in
cases where each C carries cues that allow a reliable identification of its place category;
assimilation is prevalent if one C lacks its primary place correlates. Taken together, the
observations about predictability of direction and incidence in assimilation suggest the
hypothesis in (5):
(5) Perceptual similarity to input
The likelihood that a lexical representation R will be realized as modified R’ is a
function of the perceived similarity between R and R’.
Thus, if [n] in a sequence /anpa/ is confusable with [m], then the lexical
representation /anpa/ is similar to an assimilated variant

[ampa]: then regressive

assimilation is likely. If a progressively assimilated variant [anta] is perceived as more
dissimilar to the lexical form /anpa/ then progressive assimilation is correspondingly less
likely. Finally, if neither [n] is perceived as similar to [m] nor [p] to [t] in the original
/anpa/, then neither form of place assimilation is likely to occur. The reference to
perceived similarity in (5) is meant to convey the central idea here: that perceptual
factors – among them cue distribution - play a critical role in defining degrees of
similarity between lexical forms and their conceivable modifications.
Although the focus here is on establishing the link between cue distribution,
assimilatory direction and rates of assimilation, the paper touches also on the form
taken by speakers’ knowledge of similarity and the evidence that this knowledge has
consequences for grammatical organization.
2. Major place assimilation
The initial evidence for linking assimilatory direction to perceptibility in
regressive place assimilation comes form studies by Fujimura, Macchi and Streeter
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(1978), Ohala (1990) and Jun (1995). The first two works have established selective
attention on the part of speakers to release-related cues to place (CV transitions) to the
detriment of transitional place cues clustered at the onset of closure (VC transitions). In
stimuli containing an interlude with the duration of a single C and contradictory place
cues (VC transitions excised from one C; CV transitions excised from another; no
burst) listeners identify the C on the basis of CV transitions. Longer interludes allow the
hearer to interpret the contradictory information as evidence of a heterorganic CC
cluster. However, as the interlude duration decreases, the interpretation shifts to a single
C and this sets the stage for a forced choice between conflicting place cues. In this
forced choice, the CV transitions are given preference over VC transitions. It is just the
CV transitions alone, without the burst, that can have this effect (Fujimura et al. 1978).
A further detail makes it likely that we are dealing here with a languageindependent perceptual bias that can be safely invoked in explaining cross-linguistic
patterns. Fujimura and colleagues compared the performance of Japanese and English
subjects, based on the observation that Japanese phonotactics make the VC transitions
redundant: in careful speech, all Japanese coda C's are homorganic with following
onsets. The CV transitions, on the other hand, are indispensible for the identification of
word initial place features. Therefore the Japanese phonotactics may train the speakers
to ignore VC transitions: this may be the language-specific, phonological origin of the
CV dominance effect. But in English there is a much smaller asymmetry between pre
and postvocalic C's with respect to the range of place contrasts: place features contrast
in stops in all positions. Therefore, as the English subjects displayed exactly the same
bias in favor of the CV transitions, their behavior cannot be attributed to the effect of
language specific phonotactics.
Fujimura's experiment thus settled, for this case, the issue of phonotactically
dependent perception biases and allowed a direct comparison of the relative
contribution of CV and VC transitions, independently of information present in bursts.
Further, it showed that the CV-bias does not have an articulatory basis: when played
backwards, the stimuli were processsed in the same way, with the CV transitions (now
5
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originating as VC transitions) dominating the percept again. This means that the effect of
CV transitions could not have been due to an asymmetry in coarticulation. This result
invites one to speculate then that major place assimilation targets C1 in VC1C2V simply
because C1's place cues are less well attended to and hence a place-modified C1 is a
lesser departure from the input than an altered C2.
The notion that assimilation asymmetries have a perceptual basis is further
supported by the observation that manner classes differ in their propensity to assimilate
in ways that mirror confusion rates for place features. Kohler (1990) notes that nasals
are more likely to assimilate than stops and stops in turn are more likely than fricatives,
observations confirmed by Jun’s (1995) survey. Thus final [bn] in German assimilates
progressively to [bm] (haben [habm`]) but final [pt] does not (liebt [li:pt], *[li:tt]2 ).
Medial [t] assimilates to a following obstruent (mitbringen [mipbriN´n]) but [s] does
not (Ausfahrt *[auffa:rt]). The correspondence between place assimilability and rates
of place confusion was later established by Hura, Lindblom, Diehl 1992, who presented
listeners with word sequences of the form XVC1#C2VY where C1varied between a
stop, a nasal, a fricative and C2 was a heterorganic stop. The resulting misperception
rates display the hierarchy nasals > stops > fricatives, with nasals being the most
confusable class. Kohler’s and Hura et al.’s studies suggest that both the incidence of
assimilation and its direction are controlled by perceptibility differences. We return to
this point below.
However,

if we limit our attention to major place assimilation, three

interpretations of the directionality data are possible, as outlined by Fujimura et al.
(1978). The first possibility is that the CV transitions are dominant in the perception of
major place contrasts, but not necessarily for other contrasts: this is the contrast-specific
interpretation of perceptibility differences that I pursue here. A different view has
become the standard syllable-based interpretation (cf. Jun 1995, Beckman 1998):

2 The progressive assimilation in the case of final [bn] does not invalidate observations made earlier, which

pertain only to intervocalic clusters.
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assimilation is regressive because the target C1 is a coda and the trigger C2 is an onset.
Perceptibility is controlled by syllable position because listeners pay more attention to
onsets than to codas. Finally, the third possible interpretation is that the information
encoded in C2 is dominant simply because C2 is more recent.
The contrast-specific account of assimilation predicts that assimilation will work
regressively only for features cued primarily by CV transitions. Progressive assimilation
is not ruled out; indeed, it is predicted for any feature cued mainly by VC transitions.
Since C2 in a VC1C2V sequence lacks the VC transitions and C1 possesses them,
assimilation for any features cued by VC transitions should target C2. In contrast, the
syllable-based and the recency accounts of regressive assimilation do not differentiate
among feature types, or at least do not do so on the basis of cue distribution: there is no
reason why it should be major place features, and not others, that spread from onsets to
codas or from more to less recent C’s . Both these accounts lead one to expect,
wrongly, that all forms of local intervocalic assimilation will be regressive, regardless of
the feature involved.
3. Apical assimilation
We turn now to the t/Ê apical contrast. The reason to consider this case is that
cues to the t/Ê distinction lie primarily in the VC transitions, as noted by Ladefoged and
Maddieson (1986:12), Dave (1977) for Gujarati, Stevens and Blumstein (1975) for
Hindi, and Bhat (1973:235) in a cross-linguistic survey of retroflexion. The VC
transitions preceding retroflexes point to distinctively low F3, F4 values relative to those
of dentialveolars:

typical F3 loci are at 1800 Hz for retroflexes, 2700Hz for

dentialveolars; F4 loci at 2750 for retroflexes and 3500 for dentialveolars (based on
Gooniyandi data reported by McGregor 1990 and Gujarati data in Dave 1976). In
contrast, the CV transitions of the two classes are similar or indistinguishable3 . There is

3 The following is Dave’s (1977: 98) description of representative Gujarati data “A comparison between

formant transitions in vowels adjacent to dental and retroflex consonants shows that the vowels [a], [´], [u],
[o] before retroflex stops have a very clear negative transition of F3 and F4 which is not found before dental
stops […]. The vowels following dental and retroflex consonants do not show any consistent differences
except that [o] has a lower F4 after retroflex C’s and [a] has a significantly lower F3 and higher F2 after
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a clear articulatory explanation for this asymmetry: during the retroflex closure, the
tongue tip slides forward: at release, it reaches a site nearly identical to that of an apicoalveolar

(Butcher 1995, Henderson 1997). Therefore the release-related cues,

including the CV transitions, are misleading if both apicals are released from the same
constriction point.
The VC transitions are not the only acoustic properties distinguishing retroflexes
from alveolars. Thus Anderson and Maddieson (1994) show that Tiwi [t] and [Ê] are
distinguished by closure duration (shorter for [Ê]), VOT values (shorter for [Ê]), and
burst amplitude (lower for [Ê]). Similarly, Dart (1991: 127) finds that the t/Ê contrast of
Malayalam involves small differences in VOT values (shorter for [Ê]). Some of these
properties may serve as cues for the t/Ê distinction in initial and post-C position: for
languages like Hindi, where the apical contrast is maintained initially and after C’s, this is
a necessary assumption.
This said, the data reviewed thus far suggests two differences between the
perception of the apical contrast and that of major place contrasts. First, it suggests a
reversal in the status of CV and VC transitions in the perception of apical classes
relative to the role of transitions in the perception of major place contrasts: VC
transitions provide unambiguous information distinguishing among apical classes, in
contrast to the CV transitions. By contrast, we have seen earlier that the CV transitions
dominate in the perception of major place categories. Second, if transitions represent
the main source of place information, then apical contrasts differ from major place
contrasts in yet another way: apicals should be more confusable in the absence of VC
transitions than major place classes should be in the absence of CV transitions. That is
because the apicals’ CV transitions are ambiguous, whereas the VC transitions of major
class categories are not, in most vocalic contexts. This second point is borne out
informally by scores of Australianists who report their inability to distinguish auditorily

retroflex C’s.” But, although [ta] and [ a] CV transitions are distinguishable, those of [ka] and [Êa] are not
(p.118): only the VC transitions distinguish the retroflexes from all other consonant classes, across vocalic
contexts.
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among initial apicals4 . By contrast, few – if any - field workers report difficulties in
distinguishing postvocalic unreleased [p}] from [t}] and from [k}]. A more rigorous
confirmation of this point comes from the results of Anderson’s (1997) perceptual
confusion experiment with speakers of Western Arrente. Anderson compared rates of
identification of the medial C in aC´ words and in C´ word fragments extracted from
aC´: the identification rates were similar in the two conditions for labials, velars and
laminals, but listeners’ performance dropped to chance levels in distinguishing t/
truncated C´ fragments. More interestingly, the rates of apical confusion reported in
Anderson’s experiment far exceed the rates of confusion among major place classes
([p], [k], coronals) reported in a symmetrical experiment by Ohala and Ohala (1999),
in which listeners had to identify Hindi consonants based on VC stimuli with bursts
excised. Ohala and Ohala’s aC stimuli – the closest symmetric counterparts to
stimuli - showed that labials, velars and coronals as a class
continued to be reliably identified (although loss of release caused confusion between
[tS] and [t])5 .
Thus if the relative perceptibility of place distinctions determines (a) the sites of
non-assimilatory place neutralization; (b) the direction of assimilation; and (c) the
incidence of place assimilation, then we predict (a) that apicals will have place
distinctions neutralized typically in initial and post-C contexts, where they lack VC
transitions; (b) that apical assimilation will be triggered by the better cued C1 and
undergone by the poorly cued C2 in VC1C2V sequences; and (c) that progressive place
assimilation will be considerably more common in apical clusters (where C2 lacks
reliable transitional cues) than any form of place assimilation should be in non-apical
clusters (where C1 continues to be identifiable, after at least some V’s).
These points are verified below, beginning with the predictions concerning
place neutralization in apicals. This process targets mainly contexts lacking VC

4 Some of these reports are cited in Hamilton (1996) and Steriade (1995).
5 In different vocalic contexts, the rates of misidentification went up in the Ohala and Ohala 1999 study for

the coronals (after [i]) and velars (after [u]).
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transitions: initial and post-C positions. The main trends observed in the distribution of
apical neutralization are summarized below.
(6)

Patterns of apical neutralization
(a) The Law: if the t/Ê contrast occurs in a language, it occurs after V.
(b) The General Case:

t/Ê contrast only after V

(c) The Initial Deviation : t/Ê contrast only after V and in #__
(e.g. Djinang: Waters 1979)
(d) The I-Deviation :

t/Ê contrast after central and back V; reduced
to [t] after [i] (e.g. MaÊut1uni«a: Dench 1995)

The generalization in (6.a) is self-explanatory: the context of optimal
perceptibility for apical subtypes is after a vowel. This is also the first context where the
contrast surfaces, if it occurs at all. Neutralization in all other contexts is widespread
(6.b). The initial deviation (6.c) is a general effect, not specific to this contrast and will
not concern us further here (cf. Steriade 2000). The i-deviation (6.d) is more revealing
for a perceptually based analysis: in at least some languages, iC transitions do not
distinguish clearly t/Ê (Dave 1977:103) and it/iÊ confusions have been reported (Ohala
and Ohala 1999). The cause of this is the conflict between the gesture of tongue body
fronting and raising (for [i]) and the curling back of the tongue tip required for [Ê]: if the
conflict is resolved in [i]’s favor, the result is a diminished retroflexion gesture and thus a
perceptually reduced t/Ê contrast6 . Thus not only the general law regarding the context
of apical neutralization but also the details support a link between differential
perceptibility and the selection of neutralization targets.
The patterns of apical assimilation support the same view. There are a number
of clear generalizations that can be supported regarding the direction of assimilation in
this case. Beginning with the best documented and most striking one, place assimilation
is progressive in the vast majority of apical clusters and it is 100% progressive in apical
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clusters that belong to the same word and are of identical stricture level (both stops, or
both fricatives, or both nasals, or both liquids).The Appendix summarizes relevant
cases. Major points are outlined below:
(7)

Patterns of inter-apical assimilation
(a) The Law: all else equal, assimilation is progressive in apical clusters
(b) Final Deviation: assimilation may be regressive across the boundary of
content words: e.g. Sanskrit (Allen 1962), Punjabi (Malik 1995).
(c) Nasal Deviation: assimilation may be regressive in nasal-stop clusters
e.g. Sanskrit (Allen 1962); Malayalam (Asher and Kumari 1997)

The data in the Appendix shows that progressive assimilation is encountered
with clusters of identical or different stricture, in retroflex+dentialveolar as well as
dentialveolar+retroflex sequences. The latter are harder to document, because
retroflexes are rare in suffixes, but enough relevant cases occur to insure that what we
analyze as progressive assimilation (i.e.[Êt]->[ÊÊ], [tÊ]->[tt]) cannot be reanalyzed as
a retroflex-dominance effect ([Êt]->[ÊÊ], [tÊ]->[ÊÊ]). The two deviations noted in (7)
are systematic. The final deviation (7.b) indicates the attested possibility that a word
initial C will trigger regressive assimilation. This effect may be invariant and it is likely to
reflect contrast-independent factors, as it has counterparts in hiatus resolution (Casali
1996): word initial segments - whether poorly cued or not - are more likely to be
invariant. The nasal deviation (7.c) records the occasional occurrence of regressive
inter-apical assimilation in nasals+stop clusters. This can be attributed to the fact that F3
is attenuated by nasal zeroes: since F3 is a diagnostic value for the alveolar/retroflex
distinction this means that in an apical+apical cluster where C1 is a nasal and C2 is a
stop, there may be no constant perceptual advantage of C1 over C2, as there is in other
heterorganic apical clusters. The variable direction of assimilation in N-stop clusters may
be tied to this fact.
6 Inspection of the palatograms in Dave (1977:38-39) for [a a]-[uÊu]-[iÊi] reveals that retroflex contact is
initiated at a point considerably further front after [i] than after [a] and [u]. Thus the [aÊa]-[ata] and [uÊu]-
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The overall number of apical assimilations attested is small but the trend is very
clear. If there is assimilation in word-internal apical clusters with identical manner the
direction is exclusively progressive. The direction is predominantly progressive also in
clusters of apicals with different manner: word internally, regressive assimilation is
documented only among nasal-stop clusters.
Returning to points made at the outset, I note that the direction of place
assimilation is contrast-specific. Apical assimilation targets C2 while major-place
assimilation targets C1. In both cases the consonant undergoing F-assimilation – for any
F - possesses fewer or weaker F cues. This generalization

poses an analytical

challenge: if the synchronic analysis of individual systems is to reflect cross-linguistic
markedness properties, then the analysis of assimilation must succeed in identifying its
targets on the basis of relatively reduced perceptibility. The question is how, and
whether, to build this notion into a synchronic analysis.
5. Likelihood of assimilation
However, before addressing the formal issue, I verify a different prediction of
the central hypothesis in (5): assimilation should affect more frequently clusters in which
place features are not reliably identified in one component of the sequence, less
frequently clusters where both components are reliably cued. This conjecture extends
Kohler’s (1990) and Hura et al’s (1992) ideas to systems in which both apical and
major place assimilation can in principle occur.
A source of relevant data is Hamilton’s (1996) survey of morpheme internal
phonotactics in 115 Australian languages. This represents the largest known group of
languages contrasting t/Ê and thus allows a comparison between rates of apical vs.
major place assimilation. Hamilton’s survey contains 76 relevant languages: these
permit CC clusters and contrast apical types in some contexts. In this group, we
observe first that apical clusters are virtually always homorganic, in contrast to clusters
consisting of apicals and non-apicals. Second, assimilation between apical in C1 and
[utu] pairs are much better differentiated than [iÊi]-[iti] in terms of constriction site.
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non-apical in C2 is uncommon and implied by all other assimilation types: if any
unassimilated CC is allowed, that sequence consists of apical+non-apical. A further
heterorganic cluster that occurs frequently in Hamilton’s corpus is that consisting of a
palatal in C1 and a non-coronal in C2. The least common unassimilated sequence are the
apical clusters. The count in (8) substantiates these points. The languages are grouped
by types of heterorganic CC clusters they permit morpheme internally, with the * sign
marking impermissible heterorganic clusters in a given language group. All but one
language permit homorganic CC sequences: languages listed as disallowing all
heterorganic clusters, permit homorganic NC, LC.
(8) Incidence of heterorganic cluster types in Hamilton’s (1996) Australian corpus
Number of
languages

Apical+non-apical

Palatal+C

Non-apical+C

Apical+apical

(e.g. =p, np, nk,=k)

(e.g. p, ¥k)

(e.g. mk, Np, mc, n1p)

(e.g. =t, nÊ, n, =l)

2 (3%)

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

12 (15%)
40 (53%)
21 (28%)

*

1 (1%)

The first striking fact in this data is the near-absence of heterorganic apical
clusters. We ask first whether this fact has an articulatory basis: perhaps the only
clusters avoided in this corpus are those in which two successive C’s engage the same
active articulator. But this cannot be the reason: in apical+laminal clusters (e.g. [nt1],
[lt1] [=c]), the tongue blade must form in quick succession two distinct constrictions.
Yet these heterorganic clusters occur in 49 (64%) of the 76 languages, frequently
yielding contrasts of the form [nt]-[nc], [=Ê]-[=c], [nt]-[nt1], [=Ê]-[=t1]. Conversely, a
retroflex+alveolar (e.g. [=t]) should pose no articulatory difficulty, as its trajectory is
similar to that involved in a single retroflex: recall that the tongue tip reaches a site close
to the alveolar region anyway by the end of the retroflex closure. But in fact the only
retroflex+alveolar cluster in the corpus, [=t], is reported in only one language, Nyigina,
and its status remains debatable according to Hamilton.
13
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The factor determining which clusters assimilate is not ease of articulation but
rather the perceived similarity between the assimilated output and the input. The
implicational relation between assimilation of the four types of clusters identified in (8)
follows from the contextual distribution of cues to place. We have seen that for all
intents and purposes there are no cues to the apical contrast in the CV transitions. Then
if a language contrasts apico-alveolars and retroflexes, this very fact trains the speakers
to attend primarily to the VC transitions of all apicals, as it is these transitions that
reliably distinguish apical subtypes. In this way, the VC transitions become a major cue
to place - and the unique transitional cue - for all apicals, whether retroflex or not.
Consider now an apical+non-apical cluster in intervocalic position, e.g. [Êk]. The apical
[Ê] is identified by its major transitional cue (the VC transitions); and so is the nonapical [k], for which the CV transitions serve this role. The place features of the two C's
are then equally salient in this cluster. We predict that place assimilation is least likely to
affect this sequence, because modifying either C1 or C2 will result in an equally
noticeable departure from the perceived

properties of the input. For Australian

languages, this is indeed the case7 .
Compare now heterorganic apical+apical clusters (e.g. [nÊ], [=t]) with
heterorganic clusters consisting of two non-apicals (e.g. [mk], [Np]). There is a clear
difference in Hamilton's corpus between these two types: the apical clusters are virtually
always assimilated, while non-apical [Np], [mk] clusters surface unassimilated in 22
(29%) of the 76 languages. If we include in the count the palatal+non-apical sequences
then 62 languages (81%) possess heterorganic non-apical+non-apical clusters. Why this
difference in the rate of assimilation between apicals and non-apicals? The apical
clusters contain one member - C2 - that lacks all transitional cues to place distinguishing
it from another apical8 . In contrast, place is identifiable in each consonant of the non7 I lack information about the distribution of cues to lamino-palatals in the languages discussed and thus

cannot comment on the frequent occurrence of palatals in the C1 position of unassimilated clusters and on the
virtual exclusion of the other laminal class, the dentals, from this context. It is possible that the preceding V is
heavily influenced the palatals as well.
8 Place neutralized apicals can occur in the C position of heterorganic clusters: they do so in 7 (9%) of the
2
languages in the corpus.
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apical clusters on the basis of some contextual cue, CV or VC transitions. If cue
distribution contributes to perceived similarity, then the similarity between assimilated
and unassimilated apical clusters ([tÊ] and [tt], [Êt] and [ÊÊ]) is greater than that
between assimilated and unassimilated non-apicals ([kp] and [pp], [pk] and [kk]):
hence the much greater likelihood that an assimilatory sound change will be initiated for
[tÊ], [Êt] clusters. The chances of detecting and repressing incipient assimilation in the
two types of clusters discussed - [tÊ], [Êt] vs. [kp], [pk] - are thus very different: and
this is reflected in the rate of success of such innovations and, ultimately, in their effects
on phonotactic typology.

6. Manner effects in apical assimilation
Manner differences have an effect on the direction and incidence of place
assimilation. We have seen that place contrasts are more confusable among stops than
among sibilants (Hura et al. 1992) and that this correlates with different rates of
regressive assimilation. Progressive apical assimilation displays the same asymmetry, as
observed in Sanskrit (Allen 1962, Steriade 1995): clusters with identical manner
features (two nasals, two stops, or two fricatives) word-internal assimilate in obligatorily
and strictly progressive manner. I attribute this to the fact that C1 possesses the major
transitional cue to the apical contrast and C2 lacks it (cf. 9.a). In this case, C2 has no
compensating perceptual advantage. In the case where C1 is a fricative and C2 is a stop
or nasal, C1 possesses both transitional and internal cues (the latter representing the
fricative's noise spectrum) while C2 possesses neither. Here too, assimilation is
progressive, as predicted (cf. 9.b). Nasals assimilate regressively to stops and
progressively to any preceding apicals (9.b-c): the possibility of regressive assimilation
in nasal-stop clusters was discussed above and may be tied to the reduced perceptibility
of place distinctions in nasals. (I do not however understand the difference between the
Sanskrit and the Australian pattern where all apical clusters, including N+stop,
assimilate progressively.) Finally, we consider (9.d), the case where C1 is a retroflex
stop [Ê] and C2 is an alveolar sibilant [s]. In this case, [Ê] could have been identified
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through VC transitions and [s] through its noise spectrum9 . In this case no assimilation
takes place and VÊsV surfaces intact. One can speculate that this case is comparable
to the heterorganic apical+non-apical clusters of Hamilton’s corpus: it is likely that the
fricative’s noise spectrum alone provided place information that was comparable to that
encoded in the stop’s VC transitions. If so, then the members of the [

cluster were

equally well cued, although in different ways, and any assimilatory realization -[Êß] or
[ßÊ] – would have been avoided as too dissimilar to the lexical form.
(9) Manner effects in Sanskrit apical assimilation (Allen 1962, Whitney 1889)
(a) same manner apical clusters: progressive assimilation

pi=

i. fricative-fricative:
ii. stop-stop:
Ói )
iii. nasal-nasal:

(b) fricative-C clusters:
i. fricative-stop:
ii. fricative-nasal:
(c) nasal-obstruent clusters:

ßs -> ßß
-dÓ ->

(jyotiß-su -> jyotißßu)
Ó
(pi= -dÓi

-t -> ÊÊ
=-n -> ==

->

(i -te -> iÊÊe )
(ßa=-na:m -> ßa==a:m)

progressive assimilation
ßt -> ßÊ
ßn -> ß=

(iß-ta -> ißÊa )
(uß-na -> uß-=a )

regressive assimilation

i. =-t [nt]
expected ka«-a=ti, actual ka«-anti
ii. =-dZ [ dZ] expected dZa=dZa=a, actual dZa dZa=a
(d) stop-fricative clusters:
Ês [Ês]

no assimilation
viÊ-su

I have been unable to locate other languages with a sound pattern comparable
to that of Sanskrit – esp. /Ês/ and /ßt/ lexical sequences - and thus cannot determine
how representative this pattern of apical assimilation is.

7. The grammar of perceptibility effects

9 Cf. LaRiviere, Winitz and Herriman 1975 on noise spectrum as the major place cue in fricatives.
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In the remainder of this study, I consider two questions relating to the analysis of
the assimilation patterns discussed so far. First, is it necessary that the perceptual
account of assimilation have some synchronic counterpart? Second, what would a
perceptually-based, synchronic analysis of assimilation look like?
It is easier to address the second question first. To allow perceptibility effects
into the analysis of place assimilation, we must adopt two assumptions, one justifiable
and the other unoriginal. The first assumption is that speakers can compute relatively
consistent similarity values for sound differences and that this computation of similarity
takes into account cue distribution. This assumption is defended in section 9. The
unoriginal second assumption is that constraint rankings in an Optimality Theoretic
model of phonology can be indexed to phonetic scales (Prince and Smolensky 1993):
the rankings we will discuss are those of correspondence constraints and the scales
these rankings are indexed to are scales of perceived similarity. The idea is that if two
contrasts a-b and x-y are known to differ in degree of similarity, with a-b more similar
than x-y, then correspondence constraints that prohibit an a-b difference between input
(a pronunciation norm) and output (a modified realization of it) are lower ranked than
correspondence constraints that ban an x-y difference between input and output. What
is needed is to link similarity scales to the ranking of correspondence constraints. This
point is sketched in section 10 and developed in more detail in Steriade 2000.
The issue of necessity – must similarity scales play this role in the grammar of
assimilation internalized by native speakers? – is addressed in the next section by
considering the incipient stages in an assimilatory sound change.
8. The innocent misapprehension theory of assimilation
The argument advanced here is that the speakers who initiate assimilation as a
sound change select a specific modification of a lexical norm on the basis of two factors:
perceived similarity to the original form and optimized articulation. Any modification
must be tolerably similar to the original; and must involve an improvement, in
articulation, perception or paradigm structure, over the original. This echoes Lindblom’s
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et al. (1995), Kohler’s (1990) and Hura et al.’s (1992) view of assimilation as
tolerated articulatory simplification”. The simplification, in the case of
place assimilation, consists of eliminating one of the two original constrictions. The
critical assumption then is that speakers exert some control over the incipient sound
change: that they do so, in part, by computing the distance in perceptual space between
a lexical norm and potential modifications of it. In what follows, references to the
synchronic analysis of assimilation are references to this computation.
An alternative view of assimilatory sound change has been put forth by Ohala in
passages like this:
"A non-teleological view of sound change [...]: neither the speaker nor
the hearer chooses - consciously or not - to change pronunciation. [...] Rather
variation occurs due to innocent misapprehensions about the interpretation of
the speech signal [...] [Sound change] does not optimize speech in any way: it
does not make it easier to pronounce, easier to detect, or easier to learn."
[Ohala 1990:266)
The perceptually based asymmetries in place assimilation reported in this study
would be consistent with Ohala’s view, if the relative frequencies of sound changes that
turns a’s into b’s matched the likelihood of a perceptual confusion between a and b. If
that were the case, we could conclude that listeners mistake an intended a for a b and, if
the b for a mistake is frequent, the b-forms become lexically entrenched and the a -> b
change become part of the grammar.
However, the patterns of perceptual confusion observed in the laboratory do
not exactly match attested sound changes. More specifically, the experimental evidence
on perceptual confusion correctly identifies strings more likely to be modified by sound
change but does not match the actual modification. Recall for instance the placeconfusability hierarchy nasals > stops > fricatives established by Hura et al. (1992). This
matches observed tendencies in the selection of assimilation targets. But the patterns of
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confusion observed by Hura et al. were mostly non-assimilatory, with a bias in favor of
the alveolar stops and nasals regardless of context. Thus the greater inclination of nasals
to assimilate relative to stops cannot be attributed to higher rates of grammaticalized
misperception for nasals vs. stops. Nasals do tend to be misperceived but not primarily
in assimilatory ways. Therefore bare misperception is unlikely to be the root of
assimilation. Asymmetries in assimilation may arise from the fact that speakers are
aware of the relative rates of confusion by manner class and by position and deliberately
put this knowledge to use in their own production: they target the nasals more and the
stridents less in place assimilation because they know that it is safer - perceptually more
tolerable, as Hura et al. put it - to modify the nasals' place features than to modify the
stridents. This may be an example of knowledge of perceptibility used as a phonological
tool.
Continuing the defense of the optimizing intent in sound change, I consider now
a different process, which plausibly involves an improvement not in articulation but in
perception. Hume (1997) has discussed metathesis as a case of perceptual optimization.
I would like to spell out this argument for a goal-directed sound change using the
example of stop-sibilant metathesis (as in Southern English ask->aks). Central to the
discussion is the different perceptibility of place in stops and sibilants: place identification
in stops is dependent on transitions and burst quality while sibilants benefit, in addition to
the vocalic transitions, from the place cues inherent in their noise spectrum. In general
this means that the constriction information survives, for sibilants, in contexts where it
could not be maintained for unreleased stops: initially before a stop, finally after a stop,
or interconsonantally. There are four different cases of metathesis seen below (data
from Brugmann 1933, Grammont 1933, Stroop 1981, Hume 1997 and Harkema
1999):
(10) Metathesis in stop+s, s+stop clusters
(a)

VTsV -> VsTV
(T = stop):
rural Latin ipse -> ispe; wepsa -> wespa;
A. Greek: eukÓsamenos -> euskÓamenos
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Old Dutch: wepse -> wespe
19th cent. Parisian French: fiks´ -> fisk´, E)dEks´ -> E)dEsk´
(b)

#TsV -> #sTV
A. Greek: pÓsykÓe: > spÓykÓe:
Latin: psallere -> spallere
Dutch (children): psychologe -> spychologe

(c)

VsTC -> VTsC
Lithuanian: dresk-ti: -> dreks-ti

(d)

sT# -> Ts#:
Dutch (dialects and children): wesp -> weps
Southern American English wasp-> waps
Hume points out that, in the VTsV -> VsTV case (10.a), the stop moves to a

position where it will have CV transitions, the preferred source of place information for
major place distinctions. More systematic is the case of initial metathesis, (10.b): #Ts ->
#sT. Here the stop is moving from a position where it possesses no transitional cues at
all and where, if it were to remain, its common diachronic fate would be deletion. In
cases of #Ts to #sT metathesis, a minor perceptual loss for [s] is offset by a major gain
for the stop. Metathesis operates in the opposite direction in cases (10.c) and (10.d)
where the stop is trapped between a sibilant and another obstruent or the end of the
word. Here too the movement positions the stop so that it will be flanked at least on one
side by a vowel: this too is a major gain for the stop and a minor loss for [s]. To
summarize, the common types of s//T metathesis seem to have the consequence of
providing the stop with the best transitional cues locally available.
In principle, however, metathesis as a sound change can arise as a form of
listener error. Given this, we ask a second question: Is s//T metathesis equally well
attested in both directions? Note that confusability is, in principle, symmetric: if aks is
confusable with ask then ask is also confusable with aks and any bias in favor of one of
these forms requires explanation. If the sound change is initiated as misperception there
would be no reason to expect metathesis in one direction and not in the other. In fact
20
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however the direction of metathesis is highly constrained. Only certain types of reversal,
which can be identified as perception-optimizing, are frequent and systematic, as shown
both by Grammont's comments and by individual studies like Stroop 1981 and
Harkema 1999.
(11) Ts-sT Metathesis in the Dutch children's speech (Harkema 1999)
• Word-final

sT-> Ts common: asterisk ~ asteriks, wesp ~ weps 'wasp'
Ts -> sT not found: tSips 'chips', never *tSisp,
gips 'plaster', not *gisp

• Word-initial Ts -> sT attested:

psychologe -> spychologe

sT-> Ts not found: spriNhaan 'grasshopper' not *psriNhaan
The same can be said about most other cases of systematic metathesis: when
the reordering of C's becomes a regular sound change rather than lexical fluctuation, it
systematically locates the stop in a position of improved perceptibility in its local
context. This generalization fits the data in Grammont's 1933 and Hume's 1997
10

surveys .
The metathesis data is consistent in two respects with the view of sound change
presented here: on the one hand, it does suggest an attempt at perceptual improvement.
Metatheses that involve no gain or a net loss of perceptibility are not systematic. On the
other hand, drastic dislocations – such as psykÓe -> *pykÓes or œsk -> *kœs - are
strictly unattested even when they do improve the perceptibility of all consonants
involved.
These remarks do not exclude the possibility of sound change originating as
genuine, non-optimizing, misperception but make it likely that some modifications of
10 Grammont is an explicit defender of the teleological aspect of CC metathesis (although he assumes that

metathesis optimizes syllable structure rather than perceptibility, an assumption that is difficult to defend in
detail). Here is a typical quote stressing teleology: "L'interversion est toujours déterminée opar un principe
d'ordre et de moindre effort. Elle a souvent pour object de réparer les désastres causés par les évolutions
brutales [...] Elle ne crée jamais des monstres mais elle les redresse quand il s'en présente" (1933:249).
Grammont identifies a few unusual cases of metathesis (such as Sorabian initial Sk becoming kS: kSit 'shield'
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lexical norms are selected by speakers because they pass the two tests mentioned
earlier: perceived similarity to the original form and improved functionality.
9. The P-map
The idea that potential sound innovations are subjected to a similarity test is
inspired by Lindblom’s proposal (1990, Hura et al. 1992, Lindblom et al. 1995) that
speakers constantly tune their articulation to the perceptual needs of their listeners. As
Lindblom puts it (1990:403), the speaker is guided by his “tacit awareness of the
listener’s sources of information independent of the signal”, and compensates for the
absence of this signal-independent information or for anticipated gaps in the signal itself.
The idea central to Lindblom’s H&H hypothesis is that speaker behavior is guided by a
model of the listener’s lexical access mechanisms, which draw on both signaldependent and signal-complementary information. But in addition to this model of lexical
access, it is likely that the speaker’s activity is also guided by a model of the generic
listener's perceptual abilities and biases.
I call this second model the P-map. The P-map is the repository of speakers’
knowledge, rooted in observation and inference, that certain contrasts are more
discriminable than others, and that the same contrast is more salient in some positions
than in others. One function of the P-map is to identify the margins of articulatory
freedom for the speaker: the regions of relative safety within which he may deviate from
established pronunciation norms while minimizing the risk of being “found out”. Thus, if
an innovative speaker contemplates articulatory simplification in a VC1C2V cluster, it
is the P-map that will identify the optimal target of simplification: the consonant whose
modification is least likely to be detected by his interlocutors. Other P-map functions
include identifying more vs. less salient morphological alternations (Steriade 1999b), and
generating the judgments of similarity needed for rhyming, loan adaptation, speech
disguise, and in experimental situations.

from earlier Skit, a loanword) that are said to be motivated by the need to avoid clusters unusual in the
language. The Sorabian case - about which we lack further details - belongs in this class.
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One can conceive of the P-map as a set of statements, each of which assigns a
similarity value to a contrast realized in a specific context. By contrast I mean a
perceived difference between two strings, regardless of its phonemic status. I leave
open the source of the similarity knowledge contained in the P-map: for our immediate
purposes it matters only that this knowledge exists in the minds of speakers. Whether it
results from observations of confusion rates (Shepard 1972), or is deduced from a
similarity computation, the end result of interest here is just the actual set of similarity
statements. We will however have to assume that among the factors that shape
similarity judgments, relative perceptibility plays a role: we see below that contrasts
realized in less informative contexts, where they lack some of their perceptual
correlates, are judged more similar than the same contrasts realized in more informative
contexts. This may indicate that a deductive theory of similarity – one that attributes to
speakers the ability to anticipate similarity relations among pairs of strings, without
necessarily relying on observed confusion rates – will be based on a calculus of
perceptual correlates to contrasts, rather than on a calculus of distinctive features. The
following P-map fragment (12) illustrates this hypothesis. The vertical axis lists
segmental contrasts generated by anteriority differences among apicals (t/Ê, s/ß, n/=
etc.). The horizontal axis lists six of the contexts where each of these sounds might in
principle occur: the contexts are arrayed from left to right in the order of the number and
likely weight of potential cues to retroflexion available in each position. The cells thus
defined are labeled with characters whose sizes code hypothesized similarity values:
larger characters stand for contrasts assumed to be less similar, hence more salient.
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(12) Hypothetical P-map fragment: similarity of apical pairs by context
• letter size reflects hypthesized similarity: bigger letter = less similar pair

V_V

V_#

V_C

#_V

C_V

C_C

s/ß

s/ß

s/ß

s/ß

s/ß s/ß s/ß

t/Ê

t/Ê

t/Ê

t/Ê

t/Ê

t/Ê

t/Ê

n/=

n/=

n/=

n/=

n/=

n/=

n/=

A number of basic observations, all independent of the issue of assimilation,
lead one to postulate the P-map. I outline these below.
9. 1. Poetic equivalence and the P-map
Speakers can provide relatively consistent judgments of sound similarity, in
experimental situations or in versification. Some similarity judgments are reflected by
linguistic mechanisms already in place but others cannot be so understood. Thus
cumulative similarity effects – e.g. the fact that [In]-[En] is a more similar pair than
[In]-[Ed] – are explained by any framework that uses the features [±high] and [±nasal].
On the other hand, if the pair [Im]-[In] emerges as systematically more similar than [Ib][Id], then some supplement to distinctive feature theory is needed to record the
judgment, as the same feature of labiality separates [b]-[d] and [m]-[n].
The perceptual similarity literature and the literature on poetic uses of similarity
contain enough examples of the second sort to suggest that knowledge of similarity does
not emerge straightforwardly from the feature count. English rhyming practices (Zwicky
1976) disregard place of articulation differences in final nasals much more frequently
than in final stops, revealing that [Im]-[In] is indeed judged more similar than [Ib]-[Id]:
this fact mirrors differences discussed earlier in the perceptibility of place distinctions
between nasals and stops. Further, pairs of front lax vowels that differ in height ([I][E]) rhyme much more frequently than corresponding tense pairs ([i]-[e]) (Zwicky
1976) and this effect corresponds to differences in rates of perceptual confusion
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(Peterson and Barney 1951): note that the same height difference contributes more to
dissimilarity in a longer vowel than in a shorter one. A third example is the fact that the
contrast between a C and its absence evokes much stronger dissimilarity judgments in
positions adjacent to a vowel: pairs like [drIft]-[drIf] are judged more similar than
[drIft]-[drIt] (Wingstedt and Schulman 1988; Fleishhacker 2000). Correspondingly,
poets frequently count as equivalent, in rhyme and assonance, VC 0C-VC 0Ø pairs like
man-hand, while VCC0-VØC 0 pairs like loud-ground seldom function in this way
(Zwicky 1976). Something like the P-map must be assumed as a supplement to
distinctive feature theory, as the latter fails to draw any of the distinctions observed
here11 .
9.2. Loan adaptation and the P-map
The ability of speakers to compute the closest equivalent, in their native
inventory, to a non-native string is a further reason to postulate the P-map. A single
example of this sort is mentioned here, drawing on research by Silverman (1992) into
loan adaptation patterns from English into Cantonese. The case of interest to us is a
similarity ranking between two contrasts: stop vs. zero and [s] vs. zero. This ranking is
revealed by the different treatment of sibilants and stops in complex syllable margins.
Sibilants surface in all contexts, including in pre-obstruent onsets and post-obstruent
codas: stamp is borrowed as [sitÓam], tips as [tÓipsi], forecast as [fokÓasi]. Stops,
in contrast, surface only when adjacent – in the English word – to a vowel or liquid:
post becomes [pÓosi], not *[pÓosit(i)], lift [lip], not *[liptÓi] or [lipÓit(i)]. An
optimality-theoretic analysis of this data will treat sibilant recovery (formalized as
context-free MAX(strident)) as undominated; but corresponding faithfulness conditions
for stops must rank lower and must depend on the input context. In particular, MAX
(stop)/C_# ranks below DEP (cf. lift -> [lip]) and below Contiguity (cf. post ->
[posi]). But both DEP and Contiguity are outranked by MAX (strident) (stamp ->
11 Only a subset of the similarity facts mentioned here can be accomodated by Broe’s (1993) model, which

builds into the computation of similarity the effect of phonological redundancy. See also Frisch, Broe and
Pierrehumbert 1997 for an application of this theory and an extension that encodes the effect of temporal
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[sitÓam]). The different ranking of various MAX(C) constraints suggests that contrasts
between different segment classes and Ø have different similarity values. I summarize
this point below using the notation in (12).
(13) P-map reflecting the treatment of two C/Ø contrasts in Cantonese loans:
_ (L)V
s/ Ø

s/Ø

T/ Ø

T/Ø

V(L)_

#_T

VN_

s/Ø s/Ø s/Ø
T/Ø
- T/Ø

T_#

s/Ø
T/Ø

The similarity rankings observed here do not mirror Cantonese alternations or
distributional asymmetries and thus could not have been projected from the speakers’
knowledge of their native sound system. Nor do they reflect processes at work in
English: English labials do not delete in complex codas (cf. stamp->[sitÓam]). Rather,
the rankings are likely to reflect evaluations by Cantonese speakers of the distinct
degrees of auditory salience of the C/Ø contrasts listed. And, once again, these ranked
similarity relations do not derive from a distinctive feature count: [s] does not possess
more features than [p], on any version of feature theory, but [s] is preserved in contexts
where [p] is not.
10. P-map-based analyses of place assimilation
In the early part of this study, I had documented the fact that the direction and
incidence of place assimilation are influenced by perceptibility factors. These factors are
contrast specific - they operate differently for apical and major place assimilation – and
thus spelling out their effect on place assimilation requires enumerating the perceptual
cues to different place categories as affected by context, internal and external to the
segment. In a later section I noted that an analysis of place assimilation in which
perceptibility plays an explicit role is necessary. We must explain the basis on which
innovative speakers select modifications of lexical norms: a factor in this selection must

distance. This model is an important advance in the study of similarity, but it does not attempt to encode the
effects of context on perceived similarity and the link between similarity and perceptibility.
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be the similarity between the assimilated form and the unassimilated original. Finally I
have shown in the last section that speakers are indeed able to perform similarity
computations in which perceptibility factors play a role. The result of such computations
is the P-map. The final question is how the contents of the P-map can be linked to the
grammar, so as to control the functioning of assimilation.
The answer is the idea that rankings among correspondence constraints
(McCarthy and Prince 1995) must be indexed to the perceived similarity of the inputoutput differences they refer to. A correspondence constraint prohibits a certain type of
difference between a lexical form and its surface realization: but, as we have seen, some
differences are more salient than others. The proposal is that if two contrasts a-b and xy differ in perceived salience in a given language, the correspondence constraints “a
must not surface as b” and “x must not surface as y” are predictably ranked relative to
each other: the more salient contrast projects the higher ranked constraint. Thus if s-Ø is
a more noticeable contrast than t-Ø then both MAX(s) ranks above MAX(t) and
DEP(s) ranks above DEP(t). The Cantonese data discussed earlier requires a ranking
of this type: linking up the correspondence system to the P-map explains where the
speakers’ knowledge about the ranking comes from, a fact that up to now has remained
mysterious.
Similarly, assume that the t-Ê/V_C (the apical contrast as realized in V_C) is
more salient than t-Ê/C_V (the apical contrast realized in C_V), an assumption built into
the P-map fragment in (12). We are justified to suppose this, given the difference
between the information relevant to apical identification that is carried by VC vs. CV
transitions. Then the constraint Ident (anterior)/ V[_, apical, stop]C – which requires
identity of anteriority values between apical stops in V_C– must rank above Ident
(anterior)/C[_, apical, stop]V – which refers to apicals in C_V. Under this fixed
ranking, the direction of apical assimilation is invariably progressive. The illustrations
below simplify matters by using a blanket constraint (Agree, cf. Lombardi 1999) against
heterorganic C’s.
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(14) Apical assimilation:
a. /t-Ê/ -> [tt]
/pat-Êal/
Agree
pattal
paÊÊal
patÊal

Ident [ant]/
V[_apical, stop]C

Ident [ant]/
C[_apical, stop]V
*

*!
*!

b. /Ê-t/ -> [ÊÊ]
/- eÊ-tu /
Agree
- eÊÊu
- ettu
- etÊu
*!

Ident [ant]/
V[_apical, stop]C

Ident [ant]/
C[_apical, stop]V
*

*!

Note that we continue to predict the possibility of cross-linguistic variation in the
application of apical assimilation: that is a function of the ranking of Agree relative to the
lower Ident [anterior] constraint. However, if apical assimilation is to occur at all, then
the effect of cue distribution on perceived similarity guarantees under our proposal that
the assimilation will be progressive.
The same mechanism that projects rankings of correspondence constraints from
differences in contrast salience insures the progressive direction of apical assimilation
and, at the same time, the regressive direction of major place assimilation. Here I
assume that the terms of major place contrasts are perceived as more similar in post-V
position than pre-V, an assumption partially justified by the results on cue weighting in
place perception due to Fujimura et al. (1978). It is these differences in distinctiveness
that will insure that Ident[place]/ _V systematically outranks Ident[place]/V_ (where
place refers to major place features): and this in turn will guarantee the regressive
direction of assimilation12 .
(15) Major place assimilation:
a. /tp/ -> [pp]
12 No evidence has been presented so far that listeners have any awareness of their own CV bias in place

perception. The argument here rests heavily on the fact that listeners show awareness of some of their own
perceptual biases: the conjecture is that the CV bias is among these.
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/atpa/

Agree

Ident [place]/ C_V

appa
atta
atpa

Ident [place]/ V_C
*

*!
*!

b. /pt/ -> [tt]
/apta /
Agree
-atta
appa
apta
*!

Ident [place]/C _V

Ident [place]/ V_C
*

*!

Note that the Ident constraints we must use are highly specific: they do not
simply refer to identity of, say, anteriority values, but rather to anteriority values as
realized in specific segment types (stops, nasals, fricatives) and specific contexts. There
is no question, given the data reviewed earlier, that only these highly specific constraints
can characterize complex assimilation patterns like those of Sanskrit, in which the
apical’s stricture degree and the external context interact. The question is rather where
the knowledge of this vast set of correspondence constraints is coming from. The Pmap provides a plausible answer here too if we assume that any two P-map cells with
distinct similarity indices project distinct, and ranked, correspondence constraints. Thus
the speaker derives his knowledge that there exist at least the two Ident[anterior]
constraints used in (14) from his knowledge, encoded in the P-map, that the pair Ê-t
sounds significantly different after a vowel, but quite similar in other contexts. A
complementary assumption is that P-map cells with identical similarity indices are
unranked relative to each other and identically ranked relative to other correspondence
constraints. Under this assumption, the learner who knows that the similarity of the t/Ê
contrast is identical to that of d/

in all contexts also expects, without further

investigation, that patterns of apical assimilation should not be affected by voicing
differences.
Earlier I had asserted that the P-map contains sets of statements that assign
specific similarity values to contrasts. One reason to make this assumption is that
absolute values of similarity can easily translate into relative similarity rankings for any
pair of P-map cells: this is very useful in understanding how the choice is made between
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multiple repair strategies for a given phonotactic violation (Steriade 2000). But for the
cases discussed here, the idea that the P-map contains not just similarity rankings among
constraints but rather absolute similarity values is potentially useful in explaining the role
of perceptibility in determining the rate of assimilation. So far we have employed the
constraint Agree to force place-assimilation in any CC sequence:

and we have

observed that Agree should be able to outrank or be outranked by the conflicting Ident
constraints, in order to characterize assimilating as well as non-assimilating languages.
Then we still need to explain the asymmetries in assimilation rates: for instance the fact
that apical clusters almost always assimilate, especially when compared to the very low
rate of assimilation in apical+non-apical clusters. Such facts suggest a partition of Pmap cells into three classes: those with very high similarity indices, whose terms are
perceived as nearly identical; those with very low similarity indices, whose terms are
perceived as highly distinct; and all others. The assumption we must make is that the
correspondence constraints matching two of these three classes have nearly invariant
rankings relative to phonotactic constraints like Agree. First, we must assume that all
phonotactics typically outrank correspondence constraints projected from the high
similarity class. This will insure that the goal of phonotactic improvement will typically be
pursued if the similarity cost - in terms of deviation from the input - is low. An example
of this low ranking constraint corresponding to a high-similarity P-map cell is Ident
[anterior]/[_apical, stop]V, which is systematically violated in virtually all Australian
languages possessing retroflexes. Second, we must assume that all phonotactics are
typically outranked by correspondence constraints projected from the low similarity
class of contrasts. This will insure that the phonotactic improvements, no matter how
dramatic, simply cannot be sought at the expense of a highly noticeable deviation from
the original. Possible examples of the low similarity-high ranking class of constraints are
variants of the Linearity constraint that prohibit certain long distance reordering of
segments: we observed earlier that local ps-sp reversals are well documented, while
distal reversals of the form asp-pas seem impossible, despite the fact that they turn
highly marked into nearly optimal syllables. Our suggestion was that this and other
sound changes are missing because there is an absolute dissimilarity limit to
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phonotactic improvement: to encode this we will need absolute similarity values.
Finally, the third class of correspondence constraints – all others – are the ones whose
ranking relative to phonotactics is genuinely unpredictable. This proposal must remain
sketchy in the absence of a model of similarity computation. If implemented, it may
allow us to place realistic limits on the still excessive amount of cross-linguistic variation
predicted by allowing free ranking of correspondence and phonotactics.
I close by identifying one more of the many question that remain open in this
investigation of the interplay between perceived similarity and phonological patterns.
Recent work by Harnsberger 1999 and Hume, Johnson, Seo and Tserdanelis 1999
demonstrates that the perception of similarity can be influenced by language specific
factors. It follows then that certain P-map properties should be expected to differ from
language to language. Such cases have not been discussed here for two reasons. First,
no testable phonological consequences could be computed from the language-specific
similarity effects documented so far. Second, the results of Fujimura et al. 1978
reviewed earlier, suggest that language specific factors (e.g. the rich range of place
contrasts available before C’s in English) do not necessarily obliterate language
independent perceptual biases (in this case the bias in favor of CV transitions). Cases
that may eventually shed light on the interplay between language specific and language
independent similarity factors are those in which the two types of factors enter in
conflict. These must be left for future work.
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Appendix: patterns of word-internal apical assimilation
Language

Kuvi

Kannada

Source

Reddy 1979

Retro-

Alveolar

Alveolar- Retro

Same manner

Different manner

Diff. manner

/u=-t-e/e)/ [uÊÊe/e)]

/ho=-du/ [ho= u]

(drink-past-1sg)

(run-pl)

Sridhar 1990

/hee -al-illa/ [hee

Rajapurohit 1982

(tell-inf-neg)

illa]

•/toÊÊilu/ [toÊ u]

/ma -id-a u/

'cradle'

(do-past-3sgfem)

•/kaa=-d-e/ [ka= e]

[ma idlu]

(see-past-1sg)
Urali

Lal 1991

•/e=-nuuru/[e==uuru]

• /iru -ti/ [iru Êi]

(hundred-8= '800')

(Irula-woman)

•/ke -t-a-/ [keÊÊa-]
(spoil-intrans')
Telugu

Kostic', Mitter &

• /gu ilu/ [gu

Krishnamurti 1977

(temples)

u]

• /waa ini/ [waa==i] (him)
Tulu

Bhat 1967

•/u=-dE/ [u= E] (I eat)
•/u=-la/ [u= a] (eat!)
•/paa I-la/ [paa

a] (put!)

•/kaÊI-la/ [kaÊ a] (tie!)
Tamil

Kothandaraman 1997

/viÊ-t-aan/ [viÊÊaan]
(read-past-3sg)

Malayalam

Asher & Kumari 1997

•/kee -tu/ [keeÊÊu]

/u=-tu/ [u=Êu]

Nayar 1973:41

(hear-past)

(eat-rice-past)

•/peÊ-tu/ [peÊÊu]
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Indic
Language

Source

Retro-

Alveolar

Same manner
Middle

Mojumder 1972

Indic
Marathi
Sanskrit

Diff. manner

Alveolar-Retro
Same manner

Skt. va«dÓa=a

Skt. suut«am

MI ba

MI suttam 'sutra'

a=a 'growth'

Bloch 1973:173

" -l is almost

"

Whitney 1889,

• /av-i -dÓi/ 'favor!'

• /iß-ta! / 'sacrificed'

Wackernagel 1958,

[avi

[ißÊa!]

Ói]

Allen 1962
•/ßa=-na:m/ 'of six'

• /uß-na! / 'hot'

[ßa==a:m]

[uß=a!]

• /jyotiß-su/ 'in planets'

•/gi:«-su!/ 'in songs'

[jyotißßu]

[gi:«ßu!]
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Language

Source

Australian
Retro-Alveolar
Diff. manner

E.Arrernte

Henderson 1997: 63

AlveolarSame manner

Retro
Diff. manner

/ar-´ -t-an-´m/ 'see-pl'
[ar´ Êan´m´]

Murinbata

Street and Mollinjin

• /Nu u- E -nu/

/pan-Êal/

1981

[Nu u E =u] 'roll-FUT'

[pantal]
‘he/she cut it’
/ma-n- ar‹-nu/
[manlar‹nu]
'wrap-them -FUT'

Yukulta

Wambaya

Kalkatungu

Burarra

Keen 1983

/mipu -ti/ [mipu Êi]

Nordlinger 1998

(threat-verb)
• /RED-laba=ga/
[laba(=)- aba=ga]
(branch of tree)

Blake 1979

• /ulaa=-ta/
[ulaa=Êa]
(sun-locative)

Glasgow 1981:85

/an- eta/ [andeta] 'strong
one'
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